Adaptive cancellation of the respiratory artifact in surface recording of small intestinal electrical activity.
In the human small intestine there is omnipresent electrical activity with a frequency of 0.15-0.2 Hz. The electrical activity of the small intestine can be measured by surface electrodes placed on the abdominal skin. The most annoying problem in the surface electrical recording is the respiratory artifact which is not discernible from the small intestinal signal. The frequency of the respiration is about 0.2-0.4 Hz, which is very close to that of small intestinal activity, making the use of the conventional bandpass filtering impractical. In this paper a selective frequency domain adaptive filter was proposed for the cancellation of the respiratory artifact. The basic principle of the selective frequency domain adaptive filter is that only selected filter weights are adapted based on the frequency characteristics of the respiratory artifact. Therefore, a substantial reduction of computation is achieved. A series of computer simulations was conducted for the optimization of the system parameters and for the investigation of the system performance. It was demonstrated in this paper that the selective frequency domain adaptive filter is as effective as, but more efficient than, the conventional frequency domain adaptive filter. The adaptive system for the cancellation of the respiratory artifact based on the selective frequency domain adaptive filter is very efficient in computation, has a fast convergence (about 100 adaptations), substantial reduction of the respiratory artifact and little effect (or distortion) on the small intestinal electrical signal.